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Objective: A discourse analysis was conducted of peer-written blogs about the chronic illness endometriosis to understand how bloggers present information sources and make cases for and against the authority of those sources.

Methods: Eleven blogs that were authored by endometriosis patients and focused exclusively or primarily on the authors’ experiences with endometriosis were selected. After selecting segments in which the bloggers invoked forms of knowledge and sources of evidence, the text was discursively analyzed to reveal how bloggers establish and dispute the authority of the sources they invoke.

Results: When discussing and refuting authority, the bloggers invoked many sources of evidence, including experiential, peer-provided, biomedical, and intuitive ones. Additionally, they made and disputed claims of cognitive authority via two interpretive repertoires: a concern about the role and interests of the pharmaceutical industry and an understanding of endometriosis as extremely idiosyncratic. Affective authority of information sources was also identified, which presented as social context, situational similarity, or aesthetic or spiritual factors.

Conclusions: Endometriosis patients may find informational value in blogs, especially for affective support and epistemic experience. Traditional notions of authority might need to be revised for the online environment. Guidelines for evaluating the authority of consumer health information, informed by established readers’ advisory practices, are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic illness is a context in which people may do a great deal of “information work” [1]. Chronic illnesses are often broad in scope and effect, difficult to diagnose, complex, ever changing, and not amenable to conventional treatments. They often have significant physical, emotional, and social repercussions, and their management requires work by the ill person and those around the ill person, much of which may require considerable time and energy, be mentally and emotionally demanding, and occur beyond doctors’ offices [1].

A major barrier to information access expressed by people with chronic illnesses is the difficulty of finding information relevant to their situations [1, 2]. Chronic illness is an important impetus for collaborative information behavior [3, 4]: As do information seekers in other contexts, people with chronic illnesses tend first to seek help or information from people like themselves [5]. Acquaintances with the same disease can provide socially appropriate opportunities to expose a seeker to disease-relevant information and support [6]. The desire for support underlies the creation of resources, services, and groups in which peers physically or virtually “come together to provide emotional and other support through sharing their personal lived experience as well as exchanging other resources” [7]. Participants in health-oriented support groups [8, 9] and online resources such as discussion forums and peer-authored blogs [10] report receiving both informational and emotional support. Illness blogs have many of the advantages of face-to-face peer sources without the stigma of approaching a peer with a personal question [6].

* An earlier version of this article was presented at the 38th Annual Conference of the Canadian Association for Information Science/ L’Association canadienne des sciences de l’information; Montréal, QC, Canada; June 3, 2010.
Peer sources may also offer a highly valued and particularly relevant kind of information based on "wisdom and know-how gained through reflection upon personal lived experience" [11] rather than on professional knowledge. Experiential knowledge "consists of the statements, stories or narratives reflecting some aspect of an individual’s experience that she or he values and trusts as knowledge. To an uninvolved observer, much experiential knowledge may sound like or appear to be small talk or everyday conversation" [11].

The significance of experiential knowledge for people with chronic illnesses poses particular challenges for information professionals, who are schooled in selecting traditionally authoritative resources and employing evidence-based techniques for evaluating health information sources. Selection criteria for a health sciences journal include, among other things, its perceived "scholarly" status, its publisher, the affiliations of the journal's authors and editors, and its impact factor [12]. Health sciences monograph selection tools consist of resources such as core lists, vendors, and book reviews in medical journals [13]. Guidelines for consumer health information collection development focus on patient education literature written by health professionals, as well as by patient advocacy and professional organizations. Consumer-oriented library materials might also include general medical reference books [14]. These and other standard evaluation criteria assume that the most authoritative resources are authored by health care professionals and researchers. However, people with chronic illnesses may use authority criteria that are completely distinct from those that information professionals use [15]. For example, while a blog describing the author's experience with a chronic disease is unlikely to meet librarians' traditional standards for authority, it might be considered very authoritative by someone who is learning to cope emotionally with a new diagnosis [16].

Library and information science (LIS) researchers have long been interested in the ways that individuals and communities evaluate the authority of information sources. The concept of cognitive authority has offered a useful framework for explaining an individual’s situated judgments about the authority of information sources [17]. Cognitive authority is a particularly important concept for understanding users' evaluations of web resources [18]. It has been defined by Rieh, following Wilson [17], as "the extent to which users think that the information is useful, good, current, and accurate. Cognitive authority is operationalized as to the extent to which users think that they can trust the information" [18]. More recently, LIS researchers have adopted new approaches to the study of authority that consider not the cognitive processes by which an individual makes decisions about an information source, but the social practices whereby a community collaboratively negotiates what counts as an authoritative information source [19–21]. Depression patients were found to rely on a wide range of resources, while using personal, experiential knowledge as confirmation of treatment effectiveness [20]. A study of the ways that members of a chronic illness community collectively filter, interpret, evaluate, and synthesize as they share can provide insight into the ways that authority is developed and challenged in that community [4]. Studies such as this can provide practitioners with new ways of thinking about the criteria they use when evaluating or recommending peer sources for chronic illness.

This article analyzes the ways that peer bloggers with endometriosis present information sources and make cases for and against their authority. Endometriosis is an enigmatic chronic disease that causes uterine tissue implantation in areas other than the uterus. Highly underdiagnosed, it may affect up to 25% of reproductive-age women. Symptoms vary widely, but the most frequent complaint is pelvic pain, and endometriosis is a cause of common infertility. The broad spectrum of presentation and symptoms, as well as the absence of satisfactory treatments, leaves patients largely at a loss for information that they perceive as reliable [22]. For these reasons, Whelan characterizes women with endometriosis who work together to find answers as an "epistemological community" [23]. This analysis will show how bloggers’ justification strategies draw on understandings that members of their specific epistemological community commonly hold.

Blogs authored by people with chronic illness are of particular interest to LIS researchers, because they provide naturalistic sources of data about the blogger’s illness-related information work [2], including selection, justification, evaluation, and interpretation of information identified by the blogger from other sources. Comments and links on blogs provide evidence of what Talja and Hansen call a "community of sharing" [4], a group of people who develop shared understandings and create knowledge structures that may in turn be used by others. Blogs allow both members and nonmembers of epistemic cultures to interact in dialogue and to participate in the culture [24]. They therefore offer the possibility of extending the face-to-face social networks that Veinot [6] has shown to mediate information validation. LIS researchers have begun to study social and community aspects of health- and illness-related information work [6, 25–27]. Important findings about the readers of illness blogs have been identified [10]. However, there has so far been little consideration of what the blogs themselves can tell librarians and researchers about how people living with chronic illness evaluate information sources.

METHODS

The chosen method begins from the perspective that the criteria for evaluating information sources are collective, not individual [28]. Practices such as framing information needs and evaluating information sources are therefore always situated within
social relationships and involve tacit knowledge of the conventions and procedures shared and developed by members of the community [4].

Sample

Eleven blogs were selected, authored by women living with endometriosis and focused exclusively or primarily on their authors’ experiences of endometriosis. Beginning with one prominent chronic illness blog, successive links were searched until all known endometriosis blogs had been identified. Bloggers who incorporated experience with multiple chronic illnesses, as well as bloggers with endometriosis who mainly posted about infertility, were excluded. Posts from each blog for the same 2-month period were captured. Frequency and length of postings varied substantially across blogs, as can be seen in Table 1. In total, the data set consisted of 87 posts, comprising nearly 27,500 words.

As Table 1 shows, blogs varied in the number and length of posts. They also varied in scope and content. Some were very broad, describing endometriosis symptoms and treatments and personal and family happenings. Others were more focused on the illness. There was also substantial variation in the kinds of things happening in bloggers’ lives during the data collection period. Those who posted the most content described major life events such as weddings, job changes, infertility treatments, pregnancy loss, and birth. Because each blogger chose to publish her posts, the blogs were viewed as publicly available information, but the bloggers have been de-identified in this article.

Analysis

Potter’s discourse analytic approach was used to analyze how bloggers described, supported, or challenged the authority of information sources [28, 29]. Discourse analysis sees language not as a transparent medium for conveying meaning, but as constructed within a particular community and a broader social context [30]. Potter’s approach focuses on the ways that speakers and writers assemble their versions of the world. It therefore provides insight into the ways that concepts such as “normal,” “appropriate,” and “authoritative” are negotiated within epistemological communities and is particularly well suited for analyzing the ways that the authority of information sources is presented, challenged, and defended [31]. This approach has been widely used in both health sciences [32–36] and LIS [19–21, 28, 29, 37–43].

Discourse analysis requires close study of the details of actual language use and the construction of accounts, both within and across instances, to identify the discursive building blocks (“interpretative repertoires” [29, 44]) that bloggers use to represent information sources. The analysis thereby makes it possible to identify coherent patterns that exist across bloggers and that provide evidence of broader community practices and conventions in which collaborative information behavior operates in this context. The goal is not to show how frequently a particular strategy is used or to produce a generalizable analysis, but rather to show how members of a community, in this case the endometriosis blogging community, make cases for the authority—or lack thereof—of the sources they describe and how they then use that authority to lend support to claims they make themselves.

The analysis was done in several iterative stages. First, each author read the entire corpus and individually identified instances in which the bloggers discussed information sources [21]. In effect, the authors looked for the lay equivalent of citations in scholarly writing. For example, phrases such as “told me that,” “found out,” “according to,” “said,” or “I read/heard/saw” were attended to, and statements that a blogger knew something to be true or explained how or why she knew it to be true were considered.

Next, the authors individually analyzed the rhetorical strategies that bloggers used to present or challenge the authority of information sources. They looked systematically for the interpretative repertoires underlying bloggers’ accounts and considered how bloggers used “category entitlements” [29, 45], the idea that certain categories of people are treated as knowledgeable by virtue of membership in that category. They met regularly to compare their individual analyses, to look for confirming and disconfirming examples, and to analyze the functions performed by bloggers’ accounts (e.g., undermining authority, making claims or counterclaims) until they had identified and agreed on the major techniques. Together, they selected examples that provided the clearest representations of these techniques to include in the final article. Because discourse analysis involves the presentation of the data, the reader provides the final assessment of the faithfulness of the interpretation.

RESULTS

Representations of cognitive authority

The bloggers in the sample invoked biomedical forms of knowledge (e.g., health care providers, the bio-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blog #</th>
<th>Number of postings</th>
<th>Total words, rounded to nearest 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,150 plus photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7,000 plus photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3,550 plus photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
medical literature), experiential knowledge (including their own bodies, instincts, and their personal experience as well as information gleaned from the face-to-face and online endometriosis communities), and spiritual and intuitive sources of information. As studies of other health information seekers have found [19–21], this study found that endometriosis bloggers made and disputed claims about the cognitive authority of multiple forms of knowledge and of their associated information sources.

When bloggers invoked a source, a common strategy was to draw directly or indirectly on its category entitlement. Referring to the category entitlement removes the need to ask how the person knows; instead, simply being a member of some category—doctor, hockey player, person with endometriosis—is treated as sufficient to accept their knowledge of a specific domain [31]:

I spoke with my gynecologist about the issue at my annual a few weeks ago. [Blogger 6]

Many thanks to [name], moderator of the [XXX] email list, for finding this hair-raising story. [Blogger 3]

The category entitlement of biomedical sources was commonly expressed simply by invoking the category (“my doc”), by identifying the medical specialty, or by providing specific professional detail. The following example provides partial bibliographic details and a characterization of the journal as “medical.” This account looks almost like a scholarly citation:

In Volume 1, No. 1, 2009 edition of the medical journal Human Reproduction a debate paper debuted titled: A call for more transparency of registered clinical trials on endometriosis. This was published by Sun-Wei Gou of Renji Hospital, and the institute of Obstetric and Gynecological Research; Lone Hummelshøj—Secretary General of the World Endometriosis Society. [Blogger 2]

Bloggers used parallel characteristics (role, biographical detail) for justifying the category entitlement of experiential sources. Here, women’s experiences with side effects were presented as evidence of their experiential entitlement to speak authoritatively about the relative merits of two drugs:

I have been doing some research though on the cancer drug Femera for endometriosis…. I’ve been reading forums where women have taken both that and Lupron and claim the side effects were MUCH more tolerable on Femera than Lupron. [Blogger 2]

Words that highlight experience (e.g., “familiar,” “not the first time”) and specific details (e.g., about the location of pain) served as evidence to support a blogger’s own authority claim [31]:

I got that familiar feeling, and no, it was nothing good…. It was the familiar pain of having endometriosis. The pain was located in the exact spots that I’ve had the pain before. [Blogger 1]

The bad news is that my instincts were right, and my body simply does not perform on command. [Blogger 6]

With this understanding in mind, it is possible to see how elements of postings that look like “small talk or everyday conversation” [11], such as the bloggers’ own biographies, become important to establishing their own category entitlement to experiential knowledge. A blogger’s medical history had the effect of serving as her experiential curriculum vitae:

I have Stage IV endometriosis. I’ve always had painful periods, but, was on birth control from early on in my teens to regulate my periods and pain. [Blogger 4]

Two kinds of challenges can be made to category entitlements. First, the authority of the entire category can be called into question. In the endometriosis blogging community, the uncertainty around the disease itself was used quite frequently as evidence against the authority of biomedical sources and, conversely, enhanced the authority of the knowledge of the women themselves:

Endometriosis patients have or will learn at some point that medical science is at a loss as to what exactly causes endometriosis. Yes, they don’t know. And because they don’t know, they don’t really know how to fix it. [Blogger 2]

I think one of the most difficult things for me is conveying to people that even if I am feeling better, I am still well below the level of energy of a healthy adult…. When talking to doctors, doing better or feeling good are usually the only words heard, even if the explanation that follows allows for much greater improvement before “normal” is reached. [Blogger 6]

The second kind of challenge is to the legitimacy of an individual’s entitlement to membership in a community. This technique takes the form of a critique of a specific individual that stops short of critiquing an entire category:

I had a chance to speak with my [medical specialist] this week about the strange and unpleasant reaction I have to [class of drug]. They (my doctor consulted with a [colleague] who specializes in [relevant area]) have never heard of such a response. [Blogger 6]

As a general principle, invoking an outside source allowed the blogger to present herself as merely presenting the perspective of someone else [31]. This strategy minimizes the speaker’s stake in the statement, as the claim then becomes a report from others and cannot be dismissed as merely the speaker’s own opinion. Invoking more than one source, particularly if those sources can be demonstrated to be entirely independent of one another, can strengthen a claim, such as when personal accounts or embodied experience validate medical opinion:

There is literature touting the benefits and negatives of [a specific] therapy, as well as a plethora of personal accounts to be found on-line as to both. [Blogger 2]

All in all I’m feeling really good these days! Every once in a while I’ll have a painful day, but they are not frequent at all, thank goodness. Whatever my doc did this last Lap seems to have worked. [Blogger 5]
Conversely, one category entitlement might be pitted against another. A particularly effective strategy is a comparative evaluation that builds up the authority of one source, at the same time that it challenges the authority of another [31]:

I think our RE [reproductive endocrinologist] is too conservative. I am reading about bloggers whose RE’s transferred 3–5 eight-celled good to excellent embryos. Ours said “no way” to three! [Blogger 10]

Two interpretative repertoires underlay many of the authority claims bloggers made. The first was built on a concern about the role and interests of the pharmaceutical industry in driving endometriosis research and treatment. The suggestion that individual doctors might be unduly influenced by “Big Pharma” was a very effective strategy for challenging biomedical perspectives that might otherwise be unassailably authoritative:

Patents are pending for this… technology in the United States. But I wonder, will [drug company] merely use this new technology as a platform to reach more endometriosis patients with their medication? … will doctors begin pushing yet another drug onto already frustrated endometriosis patients. [Blogger 2]

The second interpretative repertoire bloggers used was underpinned by an understanding of endometriosis as so idiosyncratic that each woman’s experience is unique. This repertoire strengthened critiques of one-size-fits-all sources and justified information seekers’ strategies of searching out other women whose symptoms and situations were similar to theirs:

This med has about a 60% effectiveness. You all know how I feel about statistics these days. I’m always the minority 1–2% it seems lately. [Blogger 4]

Some people experience horrific side effects with GnRH agonists—some lasting for years after stopping therapy—while others swear by the medication and wish they could take them continuously. Knowing how your body reacts to medications is vital in choosing which medicinal therapy to employ for your battle with endometriosis. And that is a decision that should be made between you and your doctor. [Blogger 1]

Together, these two repertoires presented the woman with endometriosis as needing to advocate for herself and supported the active seeking and sharing of information as part of this advocacy:

If you are a regular reader… then you will know how adamant I, and other endometriosis bloggers, have been about the need for clear transparency when it comes to endometriosis drug trials. [Blogger 2]

Representations of affective authority

In addition to making claims about the cognitive authority of sources, the authors found that bloggers made and contested claims for what might be called affective authority, the extent to which users think the information is subjectively appropriate, empathetic, emotionally supportive, and/or aesthetically pleasing. Affective authority claims were made on different bases than cognitive authority claims. Three characteristic ways of making affective claims were identified: First, social context played a crucial role, and sources with long-term and/or intimate knowledge of the blogger’s context were presented as providing more personal and therefore more emotionally supportive information. Authority claims of this sort rested not on the category entitlement of a group of people, but rather on the unique characteristics of an individual member. In the next example, a blogger reports using affective criteria to make a decision that seems to make little cognitive sense:

I have given this [drug] its fair shake. I really have. In the past, and if this had been my old doctor who I had built a long relationship with, I would have given up on the med a long time ago. But, because this is a new, budding relationship I’m trying to foster, I gave it a go. I stuck with it despite the hell it’s brought me. Headaches. Nausea. And no relief. [Blogger 2]

Second, bloggers identified similar experiences as a criterion for a source’s affective as well as cognitive authoritativeness:

Which brings me to my blog. I am thankful to have a place where there are others who understand how bad it can get, how wonderful the small (by normal standards) accomplishments are. [Blogger 6]

You know what’s the worst—when you mention “infertility” and everyone (I mean Everyone) says “oh you never know what could happen…don’t give up on it…it’s when you stop trying that it will happen…” I mean, do they even know what I’m talking about? How can one say something like that when they don’t know the full details? Hope is a very sensitive thing. [Blogger 7]

I went to lunch with my dear friend… today. We have so much in common and always have a great time sharing our lives catching up. [Blogger 8]

For many bloggers, gestational motherhood was a very important goal. For those undergoing fertility treatment, stories from others who had had positive experiences offered encouragement:

I found this great article about a couple who know our pain and have walked in our shoes…. The story made my eyes water. [Blogger 10]

However, when a woman had difficulty conceiving or experienced pregnancy loss, these very sources became a source of deep discouragement.

Why do I personally know 4 people that are having babies within 1–2 weeks of my “due date”? … and many other bloggers (also due around when I was). [Blogger 4]

The online infertility community is deeply sensitive to this consideration, and bloggers prefaced talk about pregnancy, birth, or babies with “spoiler” alerts:

* Warning to my friends with fertility issues, I will be putting a picture or two at the bottom of the post.* [Blogger 1, italics in original]
Finally, aesthetic and spiritual components played into descriptions of affective authority. Sources were described as speaking or writing beautifully, and bloggers highlighted their ability to comfort or inspire rather than the ability to inform:

[Clergy] gave an amazing sermon—it was so personal. He is such a wonderful speaker. We are so thankful that he was there today. [Blogger 4]

The ceremony was short but personal, and very emotional. [Blogger 7]

I’m thankful that God showed me His will… i had been praying [for a long time] about [question] and even though it took a long time for an answer i know truly and wholeheartedly that i am called to [take a particular course of action]. [Blogger 11]

In my genuine deep despair last week, [partner said something encouraging]. I was speechless. It made me cry. It slightly lifted the fog surrounding my soul. [Blogger 10]

Although recent LIS research has considered affect’s roles in information seeking and system design [46], no work has identified affect as a claim to authority. Additional research is needed to further investigate this finding.

DISCUSSION

This study’s findings mirror those of other researchers who address both cognitive and affective characteristics of online peer health information services. Postings to breast cancer discussion forums provide detailed accounts of users’ personal illness experiences, including related emotional states [26]. The perceived credibility of cancer blogs contributed significantly to readers’ problem solving and information seeking, but hosting one’s own blog was significantly related to emotion management [7]. This finding suggests that the emotional value that readers experienced might be more related to social engagement than to the content of the blogs themselves. Professional recognition of the ways that information seekers value both cognitive and affective authority has the potential to address the “information work” burden involved in managing chronic illness and its attendant psychological and physical burdens [1, 20, 26, 27].

Researchers and librarians who are evaluating consumer health resources solely using the collection development guidelines and authority determination criteria outlined in this paper’s introduction are therefore missing a large part of the story from the users’ perspective. The point here is not to set up a hierarchy of evidence or of information sources. Despite their rigor, biomedical understandings are not infallible: Researchers and medical practitioners can make errors, and a study may not tell the whole story. At the same time, a drug that is profitable to a large pharmaceutical company may indeed benefit those who take it, as may folk remedies without a biomedical evidence base. What is important is that interpretative repertoires such as those identified above play out within a community. Attending to the repertoires that lay information seekers use can provide researchers with a more complete understanding of collaborative information validation [6] in a particular epistemological community. Attending to lay representations can also enable professionals to make evaluation decisions that reflect the community’s own criteria for collaborative information validation rather than just the librarian’s.

It is not suggested here that librarians should abandon evidence-based standards. However, readers are reminded that these are the standards of the scholarly and librarian community and that they may not reflect the standards of the user community. It is known that information seekers in everyday life do not generally make use of professionals’ criteria when evaluating online resources [15]. It is also known that the sources that score highest on traditional authority criteria are not the only ones that seekers want. A user-centered approach to evaluating consumer health resources may need to take broader community standards into account.

A strategy for doing so might be borrowed from the readers’ advisory literature [47, 48]. Readers’ advisors may certainly evaluate the epistemic content of leisure reading material, for example, the physical plausibility of a science fiction universe, or the historical accuracy of a novel. However, they recognize that epistemic content is just one of many factors readers themselves might use to choose a book, including a book’s pacing, characterization, storyline, and frame [49]. A similarly broad perspective would allow for a more user-centered evaluation of peer health resources.

This study’s analysis revealed several factors that endometriosis bloggers identified as important to their evaluations of sources. These factors, described in Table 2, offer a starting place for researchers and practitioners who seek to extend their thinking about user-centered evaluation strategies. While biomedical authority is appropriately evaluated by using the strategies familiar to medical librarians, evaluating experiential and affective authority may require some modifications to standard practice.

In the end, of course, the most important questions to ask are those that librarians put to their communities of users. What evaluation criteria are important to a community, and how might librarians with consumer health information repositories take these into account when making collection and referral decisions?

Neal provides suggestions for incorporating non-traditionally authoritative resources into the library’s consumer health information offerings, with special consideration given to the growing Web 2.0 and mobile telephone influences on the public’s information-seeking habits. Ideas include allowing patron-contributed reviews about materials in a library’s collection to appear in the online public access catalog (OPAC), creating a library-sponsored social networking profile or wiki that allows patrons to share links and conversations, providing links to multimedia resources and smart phone applications, and explaining the positives and negatives of both traditional and nontraditional resource types to patrons [16].
Table 2
Potential user-centered evaluative sources of authority for consumer health information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authority source</th>
<th>Questions to ask about the source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical authority</td>
<td>1. What are the source’s credentials? What kinds of experience has the individual had (e.g., as a person with endometriosis, a caregiver)? How long has the author been part of this community? How long has the author been active as a peer intermediary? Are there other biographical details that would be relevant to readers? 2. What is the scope of the source? What forms of information does it provide? In what domains? 3. What seems to be the author’s orientation to biomedical knowledge and sources? Is the author actively hostile, completely in line, or somewhere in between? Neither stance would necessarily rule out a peer source, but this orientation would be important to take into account. 4. Is the author affiliated with any voluntary or support organizations or associations? If so, what are their characteristics (e.g., politics, nonprofit or charitable status, aims, goals)? 5. Are there any evident or hidden conflicts of interest? Does an author have links to commercial interests that might lead members of the epistemological community to suspect the author’s intentions? 6. Is the source or author recognized in the epistemological community? For bloggers, recognition might be demonstrated by the presence of blog awards, the number of followers, and the nature of comments to posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential authority</td>
<td>1. Are there elements of the author’s biography that would be helpful for readers to know? For example, someone living with endometriosis-related infertility might be interested in sources dealing with each issue but particularly interested in single sources that address both. 2. Does the source provide opportunities for users to become members of the epistemological community? For example, are comments welcome? Is there an opportunity to connect with others in similar circumstances? 3. Does the author use inclusive and nonjudgmental language or quite exclusive language? The positive or negative effect of language use may affect whether information seekers are able to see themselves in the included group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective authority</td>
<td>1. How similar is the author’s situation to searchers’ situations? 2. Does the source provide opportunities for users to become members of the epistemological community? For example, are comments welcome? Is there an opportunity to connect with others in similar circumstances?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limitations of the study

This study offers a very preliminary analysis. It considers only eleven blogs for a limited period of time. For this paper, the authors only analyzed the bloggers’ postings and not readers’ responses to them. The authors speculate, based on Veinot’s findings [6], that readers of these blogs might likewise distinguish between cognitive and affective benefits, but this study does not provide the data to make that claim. The data source further does not allow the authors to make inferences about the motivations of the bloggers themselves. Interviews with bloggers and readers would complement the analysis that has been presented here.

CONCLUSIONS

While peer support tools such as health blogs may not meet librarians’ traditional standards for authority, they might provide both the social support and the affectively authoritative and situationally relevant information that information seekers value [16]. Reading or listening to peer accounts and attending to the authority claims and the interpretative repertoires that underlie them offer both researchers and practitioners a tool for developing an understanding of how a specific epistemological community constructs its authority. For researchers, this analysis takes a further step in the study of affective elements of information behavior [46]. For practitioners, it offers possibilities for facilitating user-centered decision making about information resources and programs.
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